Acer palmatum
Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)
SP: Pink-red
SU: Burgundy
F: Orange
SP: Crimson
SU: Green
F: Orange-Red

Height

Characteristics

6-7’ x 3-4’

Compact, upright, bright pink-red
spring foliage

Aocha Nishiki

SP & SU: Green
F: Golden Yellow

10-12’

Aoyagi

SP: Yellow
SU: Green
F: Yellow

10’

Arakawa

SP & SU: Green
F: Scarlet Red

10-15’

Asahi Zuru

SP: Pink
SU: Green with White
& Pink
F: Red & Orange

10-12’

Atrolineare

SP & SU: Red
F: Crimson and
Orange

10-12’

Atropurpureum
(Red Ribbonleaf)

SP: Red, SU:
Bronze/Green,
F: Crimson

15-18’

Beni gasa

SP & SU: Red
F: Orange & Yellow

8-10’

Beni hoshi

SP & SU: Red
F: Orange & Yellow

5 x 4’

Beni Otake

SP & SU: Dark
Crimson Red,
F: Crimson-Red

10-12’

Name
Adrians
Compact
Akaji nishiki
(bonfire)

SP & SU: Green, Pink
Beni Schichenge & White Variegation
F: Orange & Gold
Beni ubi gohon

SP & SU: Red
F: Scarlett

7-8’ x 5-6’

8-10’
5’ x 4’

Rare variety, pink spring leaves fade
to peach/ orange and eventually
lime green
Pea green stems with bright lime
green foliage, new growth emerges
a vibrant shade of chartreuse
providing contrast. Exceptionally
long lasting golden yellow fall
colour.
An exquisite small tree with a striking
upright form and a spreading
canopy.
This very unique tree develops
cracks, creases and fissures that give
it an aged look, even when young.
Superb red fall colour.
Also known as Rising Sun Japanese
Maple. Young leaves emerge pink
and fade to green with white & pink
variegation as the season
progresses.
Finely textured finger like foliage. A
great choice for a tree to provide
filtered light.
A very hardy, reliable red leaved
cultivar. Leaves emerge bright red in
spring, fading to a bronze/green in
summer and turning bright crimson
for fall.
Conspicuous, sharply pointed teeth
on a horizontal branching plant.
Very nice red, orange and yellow
fall color.
Sometimes referred to as 'Ruby Stars'
has great leaf form and structure
Bamboo like foliage emerges a rich
crimson red. Excellent heat
tolerance and strong colour
retention.
A very slow growing Japanese
Maple. Leaves have a gorgeous
variegation of green, pink & white.
A small, slow growing red-leafed,
perfect for containers or bonsai.

Acer palmatum
Foliage Colours
Name
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)
SP:Wine Red,
Bloodgood
SU:Burgundy
F: Bright Crimson
SP & S: Purple/Red
F:
Burgundy Lace
Orange/Yellow/Cop
per
SP & SU: Green with
Butterfly
white margins
F: Scarlet

Height

15-20'

12-15’

10-12’

Chishio
(Shin Chisio)

SP: Crimson Pink, SU:
Green,
F: Red & Orange

6-8’

Dragon Tears

SP: Red
SU: Purple-red
F: Orange-purple

6-8’

Elegans

Emperor

SP: Bright Green, SU:
Green/Salmon Pink,
F: Yellow, Orange,
Red
SP: Bright Red SU:
Burgundy
F: Deep Crimson

10’

15-20’

Fascination

SP & SU: Green
F: Orange & Red

Fireglow

SP: Red, SU:
Burgundy/Red
F: Red

10-12'

Harvest Red

SP & SU: Green, F:
Red

12-15’

Japanese Sunrise

SP: Light Green, SU:
Green, F: Yellow,
Gold & Crimson

12-15’

Jiro Shidare

SP & SU: Green, F:
Yellow, Red, Orange.

4-5’

10’ x 6’

Characteristics
Exceptionally hardy red leaved
cultivar with strong heat tolerance.
The heavily serrated red leaves on
this upright cultivar provide a nice
textural element to the landscape. A
hardy and reliable variety.
Small, heavily textured leaves edged
with a silvery, white variegation.
Strong upright vase growth habit.
Spring Leaves emerge crimson pink,
fading to green for summer. In fall
the show continues as the leaves
ignite with oranges and reds.
A unique growth habit and beautiful
foliage. It has an upright form, but
with horizontal branches that weep
gracefully, making an elegant taller
specimen.
Heavily serrated foliage emerges
chartreuse green in spring. Summer
growth has tones of salmon pink and
red. Excellent fall colour.
Similar to Bloodgood, but with
superior colour retention. The new
standard for red leaved cultivars.
Fast growing, forming a medium
sized round topped tree with age.
Fireglow boasts the best colour
retention of any upright red leaved
cultivar. A smaller growing
alternative to Bloodgood and
Emperor
A hardy variety with large green
leaves that ignite bright red in fall.
Similar to ‘Osakazuki’
Bark colour varies from yellow to
orange and red. Excellent fall
colour. A great choice for a small
year round interest tree.
Unique weeping variety with a
traditional palmate leaf opposed to
the commonly seen lace leaf.
Leaves turn bright gold, highlighted
with orange and red in fall.

Acer palmatum
Name

Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)

Height

Katsura

SP: Orange/Yellow, S:
Green,
F: Orange & Yellow

8-10’

Kihachijo

SP&SU: Green, F:
Yellow, Orange

12-15’

Koto No Ito

SP & SU: Green
F: Yellow, Orange

6-8’

Krazy Krinkle

SP & SU: Greenyellow
F: Orange & Red

12-15’

Kurenai jishi

SP & SU: Red
F: Orange & Red

6’

Livy

SP: Bright Red, SU:
Burgundy, F: Crimson

6-7’

Nuresagi

SP: Red
SU: Burgundy
F: Orange

12-15’

Mikawa
Yatsubusa

SP & SU: Green
F: Yellow & Red

5-6’

Okagami

SP: Red
SU: Purple
F: Scarlet

15’

Orange Dream

SP: Yellow
SU: Green
F: Orange & Yellow

8-12’

Characteristics
A very bushy, rounded growth habit.
Spring growth is a spectacular bright
orange fading to yellow and finally
lime green for summer. In fall the
leaves return to brilliant yellows and
oranges.
Bright green leaves are heavily
serrated giving this tree a soft
texture. Exceptional fall colour starts
yellow and becomes infused with
orange.
Exceptionally thin lime green foliage
hangs gracefully from the branches
of this dwarf variety. A superb plant
to add a unique texture to the
garden. Superb yellow, orange fall
colours.
The crinkled palmate leaves are
highly ornamental and turn
outstanding shades of orange and
red in the fall.
A small upright tree with very short
internodes, leaves right on top of
one another, however, rather than
lying flat the leaves have a curl in
them for an intriguing textural effect.
An exceptional new upright dwarf
variety. Very compact growth habit
and bright red foliage leaves. Great
for containers and small gardens.
Leaves emerge hot red, fading over
the summer months to dark red or
burgundy, bark has interesting
striations; tree has a highly desirable
growth habit.
An exceptional specimen for
containers or the landscape. Lime
green leaves are layered like
shingles on contorted, bamboo like
stems. A must have for the Japanese
garden.
Attractive burgundy foliage which
emerges plum purple in spring. The
lobed palmate leaves are highly
ornamental and turn an outstanding
scarlet in the fall.
Bright orange and yellow foliage in
spring and summer. Performs best in
morning sun, afternoon shade.

Acer palmatum
Foliage Colours
Name
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)
SP: Red, SU:
Oregon Sunset
Burgundy
F: Crimson & Orange
SP: Olive-orange
Osakazuki
SU: Green
F: Crimson red
SP: Brick Red, SU:
Oshio Beni
Burgundy, F: Crimson
Red
Palmatum
(Plain Green)

SP & SU: Green
F: Orange & yellow

Height

5-6’

20-25'

12-15’
15-20’

Pixie

SP & SU: Burgundy
F: Scarlet

6-8’

Purple Ghost

SP & SU & F: Purple

8-10’

Rhode Island
Red

SP & SU: Bright Red
F: Orange Red

6’

Ruby Ridge

SP: Red
SU: Green
F: Orange

12-15’

Ryusen

SP & SU: Lime-green
F: Gold & Orange

5-6’

Sango-Kaku
(Coral Bark
Maple)

SP: Green/Red
SU: Green
F:
Yellow/Red/Orange

15-20'

Seiryu

SP: Purple
SU: Green
F: Red

12-15'

Shaina
SP: Red, SU: Maroon
(Witches Broom)
F: Red
Shigitatsu sawa

SP: Cream
SU: Green
F: Red

6-8'

12-15’

Characteristics
A dwarf red leaved cultivar growing
wider than tall. Beautiful crimson fall
colour.
A very hardy and reliable green
leaved cultivar. Exceptionally bright
crimson fall colour.
Large, broad leaves emerge brick
red, making this a tree a standout in
spring. Bright crimson fall colour.
The hardiest of all Japanese Maples,
fast growing with good fall colour.
The lobed palmate leaves are highly
ornamental and turn an outstanding
scarlet in the fall. Neither the flowers
nor the fruit are ornamentally
significant.
Ruffled foliage on a densely
branched, upright tree with a
spreading canopy
A spectacular dwarf variety with
bright red foliage. Grows into a small
tree with a tear drop shaped
canopy. Excellent for containers and
small gardens.
Leaves are large and wrinkly and
adds a unique textural element.
Waterfall of foliage cascading in
beautiful fall color is to behold; a
vigorous grower with excellent heat
and sun tolerance; tolerates late
spring freezes as well
Leaves emerge lime green with thin
red margins. Fall colour begins to
develop in late summer as the
foliage turns yellow, orange and red.
Bright red stems for winter, an
excellent specimen for year round
interest.
Known for its lacy beautiful green
foliage in spring and summer, turning
to bright red in the fall. Great around
your patio and in planters.
A compact dwarf variety. Small
heavily textured bright red leaves.
Excellent choice for small gardens.
Leaves are sensitive to hot afternoon
sun and protection is preferred

Acer palmatum
Name

Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)

Height

Characteristics
Vibrant scarlet/pink spring foliage
fades to salmon/peach and finally
green with light variegation for
summer. Fall brings a second show
of rich orange and reds. A
spectacular specimen for any
garden.
Spring produces reddish/purple
leaves edged in bright pink
variegation. A very rare and unique
specimen.
Great for container growing and
bonsai. Small heavily textured leaves
are held on green, bamboo like
stems. Beautiful burnt orange fall
colours.

Shindeshojo

SP: Crimson/Scarlet
SU: Green
Fall: Red/Orange

8-10’

Shirazz
(Geisha)

SP: Red/Pink
SU: Crimson-Pink
F: Scarlet

12-15’

Shishigashira
(Lions Head
Maple)

SP & SU: Green,
F: Red & Orange

12-15’

Summer Gold

SP: Lime
Green/Yellow
SU: Bright Gold
F: Gold, Orange, Red

6-8’

A rare golden yellow leaved
Japanese Maple with ability to
tolerate full sun. Beautiful orange
and red fall colours.

Tobiosho

SP&SU: Bright Green,
F: Yellow, Orange,
Red

20’

A fast growing and hardy variety
with arguably the best fall colours of
any Japanese Maple. Spring growth
is a bright lime green.

Trompenburg

SP: Bright Red
SU: Burgundy
F: Wine Red

16-18'

Twombly’s Red
Sentinel

SP &SU: Bright Red
F: Crimson

18-20’

Ueno homare

SP: Orange
SU: Green
F: Orange

12’

Ukigumo
SP & S: Variegated
(Floating Clouds
White & Pink
Maple)
F: Orange

12-15'

Winter Red

SP: Lime Green
SU: Green
F: Yellow & Orange

8-10’

Yezo nishiki

SP: Red & Purple
SU: Bronze
F: Orange

20’

Deeply lobed red leaves with lightly
curled margins define this cultivar.
Bright red in spring fading to
burgundy in summer. A reliable and
hardy cultivar.
Unique, compact upright growth
habit. Bright red foliage retains its
colour throughout the year. The
perfect specimen to fill a narrow
space.
The tiny serrated lobed palmate
leaves are highly ornamental and
turn outstanding shades of yellow,
orange and scarlet in the fall.
Gorgeous white, green and pink
variegated leaves make this
Japanese Maple stand out in the
garden. Best grown in morning sun,
afternoon shade.
Smaller and more compact version
of the Coral Bark Maple. Fabulous
fall colours. Bright red stems provide
excellent winter interest.
Rich, bright reddish-purple spring
color which turns to a deeper color
as summer progresses

Acer palmatum dissectum (Laceleaf)
Name

Baldsmith

Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)
SP: Orange/Red, SU:
Orange, Red, Pink,
Green, F:
Orange/Crimson

Approx.
Height

6-7’

Characteristics
Spring foliage emerges a bright
orange/red, fading to green with
highlights of orange, pink and red
throughout the summer.
A very hardy, reliable variety with
excellent sun tolerance and colour
retention. Brilliant scarlet fall colour.
Foliage emerges a deep wine red
covered with fine silver hairs. Lime
green leaf veins develop in summer
providing a beautiful contrast.
A vigorous grower that holds its
orange/red leaf colour through the
heat of summer.
A vigorous grower with an upright
cascading form and heavily
dissected red leaves. Excellent heat
tolerance and colour retention.
Orange/red spring growth fades to
a rich green with orange
undertones, summer growth
continues to emerge orange/red,
providing contrast.
A slow growing and compact
variety with bright red foliage. Red
Dragon boasts the best colour
retention of any Laceleaf. An
excellent selection for small gardens.
A reliable, fast growing Laceleaf
that holds its strong red colour
through the heat of summer. Brilliant
crimson in fall.
Delicate, feathery, deep green
foliage & arching branches, bright
pumpkin orange fall colour.

SP: Burgundy/Red F:
Bright Red

6-8’

SP & SU: Deep Red
F: Bright Red

6-8’

Garnet

SP: Bright Red SU:
Garnet
F: Red,
Orange, Purple

2-6’

Inabe Shidare

SP: Bright Red, SU:
Purple Red, F:
Crimson

6-8’

Orangeola

SP: Orange/Red SU:
Green
F: Red

5-7’

Red Dragon

SP: Cherry Red F:
Red

4-6’

Tamukeyama

SP: Crimson SU:
Purple/Red F:
Crimson

5-8’

Viridis

SP: Deep green, F:
Orange

6-8’

Waterfall

SP: Green F:
Gold/Orange

5-7’

Name

Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)

Approx.
Height

Characteristics

Aconitiflolium

SP: Green, F: Red,
Orange, Yellow

8-10’

Large, deeply dissected, fern like
foliage puts on an unsurpassed show
of fall colours.

Crimson Queen

Everred

Similar to Viridis but with slightly
longer, less dissected leaves. Bright
gold with orange streaks in fall.

Acer japonicum

Acer japonicum
Name

Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)

SP & SU: Green
Green Cascade F: Orange, Yellow &
Red

Approx.
Height

6-8’

Vitifolium

SP: Deep Green, F:
Scarlet/gold/orange
/yellow

Name

Foliage Colours
(SP=Spring,
SU=Summer, F=Fall)

Approx.
Height

Aureum
(Golden Full
Moon)

SP, SU: Green-yellow
F: Red & Orange

10-12’

Autumn Moon

SP, SU: Yellow Green
F: Orange

12-15'

Johin

SP&SU: Plum Purple,
Yellow, F: Burnt Red,
Orange

10-12’

Moonrise

SP: Pink & Red
SU: Chartreuse
Yellow
F: Orange & Red

10-15’

15-20'

Characteristics
Gorgeous green ornate leaves with
a unique weeping/mounding habit.
Beautiful display of red, orange &
yellow fall colours.
Large, grape like leaves turn a
fabulous mix of scarlet, gold, orange
and yellow in the fall.

Acer shirasawanum
Characteristics
A slow growing variety with bright,
iridescent gold leaves. Exquisite
specimen tree to brighten up a
shady area.
Beautiful chartreuse gold leaves
panted with streaks of burnt orange
and bronze. Brilliant display of
carmine red and pumpkin orange in
fall. Best grown in morning sun,
afternoon shade.
A unique variety with leaves that
emerge plum purple striped with
yellow, green veins. Deep Orange
and red fall colours.
The spring growth on this variety
emerges bright gold painted streaks
of pink and carmine red that
eventually fade to a vibrant
chartreuse-yellow. Summer growth
continues to emerge pink and
carmine red providing contrast.
Exceptionally hardy, can tolerate
nearly full sun exposure.

